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Machine learning is compelling in solving various applied problems. Nevertheless, machine
learning methods lack the contextual reasoning capabilities and cannot be fitted to utilize addi-
tional information about circumstances, environments, backgrounds, etc. Such information provides
essential knowledge about possible reasons for particular actions. This knowledge could not be pro-
cessed directly by either machine learning methods. This paper presents the context-aware machine
learning approach for actor behavior contextual reasoning analysis and context-based prediction
for threat assessment.
Moreover, the proposed approach uses context-aware prediction to tackle the interaction be-
tween actors. An idea of the technique lies in the cooperative use of two classification methods
when one way predicts an actor’s behavior. The second method discloses such predicted action
(behavior) that is non-typical or unusual. Such integration of two-method allows the actor to make
the self-awareness threat assessment based on relations between different actors where some multi-
dimensional numerical data define the connections. This approach predicts the possible further
situation and makes its threat assessment without any waiting for future actions. The suggested
approach is based on the Decision Tree and Support Vector Method algorithm. Due to the com-
plexity of context, marine traffic data was chosen to demonstrate the proposed approach capability.
This technique could deal with the end-to-end approach for safe vessel navigation in maritime traffic
with considerable ship congestion.
Keywords: self-awareness, threat assessment, contextual knowledge, contextual reasoning,
Decision Tree, Support Vector Machine, OPTICS.
1 Introduction
The main difference between machine learning methods and human is that humans are using
contextual information for reasoning, not just statistical data. In general, context supplies information
about situations within which something exists or happens, which can help explain it. Sometimes, it
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is difficult to precisely define the context because it is based on knowledge that is not explicit for a
given problem. The context depends directly on the actors and their experience. Moreover, the same
situation and context could be differently understood because the actors have a different experience
in interpreting the situation. The knowledge that is relevant and could be used to understand the
problem and help make a decision on threat assessment in a particular situation. It is defined as
contextual knowledge [1]. Contextual knowledge may be merely tied to the goal or task. However,
if the goal becomes clear, contextual understanding can be proceduralized for decision making [2].
Therefore, the decision-making process has a proceduralized context known by actors and is used for
problem-solving. It is crucial because the same actions in different contexts could lead to different
outcomes. The human can easily perceive and transfer the contextual knowledge to other humans, but
the contextual knowledge is inappropriate for processing on the computer. Therefore, the computer
does not operate with context as an additional source of information. Due to this issue, the context
could be prepared partly as statistical data of the particular event or object. Nevertheless, the use of
contextual knowledge is extremely important to understand and solve a real-world problem. Machine
learning methods usually use numerical or visual data to train the model and make a prediction based
on the trained model. Many different machine learning methods can predict the outcome based on
learned patterns from data. On the other hand, machine learning methods do not utilize the perception
of the situation because this understanding is gained from experience. Thus, the machine learning
must cover every eventuality of possible situations. Conversely, the human can make a proper threat
assessment based on his life experience.
The primary purpose of our research is to extract contextual knowledge from the statistical data
set. Also, the proposed approach can make predictions based on extracted contextual knowledge.
This approach predicts the possible further situation and makes its threat assessment without any
waiting for future actions. Moreover, the proposed approach has the Self Awareness ability to make
a threat assessment before any further action is completed. This ability allows for distinguishing
between normal and unusual activities. Also, it can be adopted from the point of view of any actor.
This ability enables predicting and considering the other actors. This "understand "comes before any
indications of possible outcomes and predicts the current situation. Moreover, the proposed approach
could evaluate its decision on the threat assessment and support system’s proposed decision to consider
it on the same basis. This Self Awareness ability makes an effective decision-making process where
the machine learning method could evaluate the threat assessment through its own or other actors’
views in different environmental contexts.
Our research is primarily inspired by a complicated and dangerous marine traffic environment.
The marine traffic operates in significant density and on large scales. The vessel collisions could lead to
enormous losses of human life and property. Therefore, the issue of ensuring safety at sea is the main
goal for the mariners. This task could be solved by providing timely, essential navigational information.
On the other side, this navigational information could not be enough to avoid collisions or dangerous
situations. Therefore, the safe trip with the ship highly depends on the experience of navigators.
The experienced navigator can predict a hazardous condition based on his long-term experience. So,
the best way to prevent vessel collision is to anticipate all vessel possible routes and actions of the
maneuver. At first, the navigators do it in the old fashion way by keeping a visual watch on the ship
bridge. In this technology century, navigators do not have a sophisticated way to minimize collision
risk. They are using radars, Global Positioning System (GPS), Automatic Identification System (AIS)
technologies. Therefore, the threat assessment is obligatory to their own experience and attention.
The same issue appears at developing any kind of autonomous vehicle. So, the navigators’ main task is
to clearly understand the current context and make a threat assessment based on their own experience,
contextual knowledge, and predictable maneuvers of all actors before it’s too late.
In this paper, we create an approach that could predict the possible further situation and makes
its threat assessment without any waiting for future actions. It is essential for a safe autonomous
navigation level in an unknown situation. The proposed approach consists of two different machine
learning approaches. At first, the machine learning algorithm predicts the possible route based on
historical data. Then, the other machine learning algorithm evaluates the prediction for an anomaly
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before any action in the future marine traffic situation. In this case, we get the contextual reasoning,
and it’s the threat assessment based on contextual knowledge.
2 The context of the marine traffic
Ensuring the safety of the vessel in marine traffic is a challenging task. Vessel safety depends
on many different factors. The complexity of safe ship maneuvering relies on the experience of the
navigating officer. As shown in Figure 1, the officer in charge should consider many different factors.
These factors could influence the decision differently, and it is difficult to determine the significance
of these factors. It depends on a particular situation.
Figure 1: The factors influencing the safe ship maneuvering
The marine traffic rules are described in the Convention on the International Regulations for
Preventing Collisions at Sea (COLREG) [3]. All the vessels must navigate according to the COLREG
rules to prevent the collision [18]. Also, the officers must take into account the hydro-meteorological
conditions and other static or floating obstacles on the route.
The vessels use many different sensors from complex, dynamic, and technical systems to make
a full picture of the environment in which vessels are navigating. Nerveless, the many complicated
factors influence the assessment of a particular situation.
Despite the progress of technology, the main reason for the vessel collision is human errors. The
human must decide on how to navigate and maneuver safely. Therefore, safe navigation depends on
the alertness of the navigation officer and his experience. So, the navigation officer’s main task is to
predict the next movement of the forthcoming vessel and make a decision that depends on the situation
and environment. Moreover, the navigation officer’s vital duty during the whole voyage could take up
to nine months.
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3 Recent machine learning methods that ensure the safety of marine
traffic
There are developed many systems to ensure the decision on safe marine navigation. Such systems
are essential not only for human manned ships but also for future autonomous vessels. These systems
are designed to find the best navigation strategy based on marine traffic data. Such an expert system
was proposed in [4] to avoid the collision. Another method was proposed in [5]. It generates the optimal
multiple interval motion plan. Authors of [6] proposed the combined fuzzy inference system with an
expert approach to avoid collisions. In [7], the reasoning system for the ship’s turning problems is
proposed. This method was applied for ocean navigation and collision. The intelligent decision-making
facilities are on the rise to increase marine navigation safety. Also, the radar filtration algorithm for
the Vessel Traffic Centre (VTC) is proposed in [8] to raise awareness. Also, the anomaly or dangerous
situation detection is important to increase marine navigation safety [9].
Some studies attempted to apply Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). ANN models are learned by
navigation officer actions to predict the maneuver actions [10], [11]. Also, [12] tried to predict the
effect of the waves on the vessel yaw motion. The big issue for ANN is to predict the vessel collision
or route. Haris and Amdahl [13] proposed the simplified analytical method. The authors used the
interaction between the deformation on the striking and the struck ships. The ANN was used to train
the machine learning model to predict marine traffic instead of developing the mathematical model.
[14] used machine learning methods combined with DBSCAN based algorithm to find the marine traffic
patterns for ocean-going ships. Kim et al. [15], [16] proposed the method to predict ship trajectory
in the harbors. They trained the regression model combined with the dead reckoning model. The
trained ANN was used to predict marine traffic in the chosen trajectory cluster. In [17], turning point
based clustering was proposed for path prediction. In this model, the multilayered perceptron was
used. The ship information such as speed, course, length, and position was taken in training, and
output was the next turning point of the ship.
4 Proposed approach
A novel approach for maritime contextual reasoning analysis and context-based threat assessment
has been proposed and detailed below. The proposed approach is based on machine learning and
provides a complex insight into the context of vessel maneuvering situations and makes a threat
assessment without any waiting for future actions. It could ensure an in-depth situation analysis
through the same navigational data.
Let us consider a maneuvering situation consisting of two vessels. The first one is its own vessel.
The second one is some other vessel that is possibly dangerous for the collision. Decision support aims
to make maneuvering safely.
The proposed approach consists of the integral use of such main steps:
1. Prediction of the future turning point of another vessel.
2. Evaluation of the prediction whether it will be a normal action or some unusual action.
3. In the case of predicted unusual action and if the distance between own and other vessels is
sufficient for safe maneuvering, update the navigational data, and go to step 1. Otherwise,
the decision of the officer in charge of its vessel should be based on the rules described in the
Convention on the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea (COLREG).
Steps 1 and 2 operate with marine traffic data that are obtained in real-time. This functionality
is provided by the AIS. All participants of the marine traffic are responsible for sending the correct
navigation data. The navigation data is sent automatically to all participants of marine traffic. The
AIS data is a mixture of static data (vessel name, maritime mobile service identity (MMSI), vessel
type, dimension, the port of destination) and kinematic data (vessel position – latitude & longitude,
speed (SOG), course (COG, HDG), rate of turn (ROT)). These data are broadcasting every 2-10
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seconds, and it depends on the vessel type and speed. This broadcast generates a large volume of
navigation data. For example, the vessels in the Danish coast area generated about 60 GB per month.
To handle such huge data, Steps 1 and 2 may be realized using machine learning methods.
However, this data is too large for machine learning and needs some preprocessing that leads to data
aggregation. Data aggregation in our case means clustering of turning points of vessels – we reduce
the data by using a set of clusters of turning points instead of a whole set. Now, the whole cluster
of turn points is represented by a center of the cluster. DBSCAN or OPTICS may be used to cluster
such spatial data and to get a set of generalized turn points. A more detailed description of data
aggregation is presented in Section 5.
Denote the current position of the other vessel by A. Its nearest aggregated turn point (center of
the cluster of turn points) is B. Point B is on the course line from A. Point C must be predicted for
threat assessment. An example of the vessel route through points A, B, and C is shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2: Example of the part of vessel route
The prediction of the turning point (C point) depends on SOG and COG. Due to economic
reasons, it is an advantage to make small-angle turns on the route. There are many options for
point C because it depends on the vessel port of destination, the situation of maneuvering, weather
conditions, etc. To estimate or predict position C, we need some classifier that estimates the most
possible aggregated turn point C from historical marine traffic data when the vessel moves from A to
B. Decision tree (DT) may serve as such classifier.
The next step is to evaluate possible tracks predicted by DT, i.e. to perform a threat assessment.
The result is the answer to whether the predicted route is normal or unusual. Therefore, we need a
classifier that separates unusual actions from normal ones. Support Vector Machine (SVM) One-Class
classifier may be applied here. The unusual actions could appear in dangerous maneuvering situations.
However, unusual actions may be dangerous, too. For example, when vessels are engaged in fishing
or sailing vessels to proceed in angular track due to weather or tide conditions. Therefore, unusual
situations could not be extracted directly from historical marine traffic. The reason is that the unusual
situation does not have any particular pattern, and it could not be abstracted from the whole dataset.
Our approach combines two different machine learning methods to make a threat assessment
in the vessel movement. The solution is based on the context-knowledge, which was learned from
historical marine traffic data. Remarkably, two different machine learning methods are solved the two
various context-based problems on the same historical dataset.
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Consequently, these two different approaches fully complement each other, and it is firmly con-
nected. However, both methods complement each other for better prediction. The proposed approach
ensures verification of the DT prediction. It means the Novelty detection (One-Class SVM) algorithm
could evaluate DT prediction (point C) before the vessel appears in point B. If DT predicts an unusual
next turning point C, the system could return to DT with new updated navigational data for the new
prediction. This could be repeated as many times as necessary or while it is safe. The navigation
situation changes and the navigational data could be updated every several seconds, for example, from
the AIS device. This could provide constant surveillance and threat assessment of marine traffic based
on contextual reasoning.
The details on possible methods that are combined in the new approach are presented in Sections
5, 6, and 7.
5 Marine traffic data aggregation
Marine traffic generates a big amount of navigation data. Consequently, it is hard to aggregate or
process navigational data. The collected data have recorded both normal maneuvering and unusual
situations – dangerous maneuvering, not usually behavior or misconduct. However, it is hard to
exclude such data because the unusual situation condition does not have a specific pattern.
The first step to relieve the aggregation of the useful navigational data is preprocessed. This
allows us to use a big set of navigational data but in a much smaller data volume without losing
main patterns. There are various algorithms applied to preprocessing the AIS data. Density-based
algorithms are used for spatial data, as a rule. This family’s most known algorithm is the Density-
based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) [18] algorithm. DBSCAN has some
ε radius parameters defined in an empirical way. It is a big problem because a small change in
this parameter can produce very different results in varying density datasets. Moreover, this is a
big issue for real-world, high-dimensional datasets. To overcome these problems, the OPTICS was
proposed. The OPTICTS [19] (Ordering Points To Identify the Clustering Structure) is the successor
of DBSCAN.
At first, the OPTICS algorithm helps to reduce the size of the historical marine dataset by data
aggregation because the result of the OPTICS is a clustered dataset. In addition, the OPTICS filters
the meaningful data from the whole dataset. The cluster helps to recreate the generalized route from
port A to port B. DBSCAN algorithm has two control parameters: a radius of the neighborhood
for some point (ε), and the minimum number of neighbors (data points) within radius ε (MinPts).
DBSCAN classifies data points into three groups: core points, reachable points, and noise or outliers.
A point p is a core point if at least MinPts points are within distance ε from it, including this point
itself. A part of reachable points is reachable directly. A point q is directly reachable from p if point
q is within distance ε from core point p. Points of the cluster may be reachable directly from core
points, only. A point q is reachable from p if there is a path of points p1, ..., pn with p1 = p and pn = q,
where each pi+1 is directly reachable from pi. Note that all points on the path are the core points,
with the possible exception of q. All points that are not reachable from any other point are outliers
or noise points. Each cluster contains at least one core point.
The OPTICS, like DBSCAN, requires the same two parameters: ε and MinPts. In contrast to
DBSCAN, OPTICS also considers points that are part of a more densely packed cluster. OPTICS has
two additional parameters: a core distance and reachability distance. Each point is assigned a core
distance that describes the distance to the MinPtsth closest point. The reachability distance of another
point o from a point p is either the distance between o and p, or the core distance of p, whichever is
bigger.
In our case, OPTICS produces the ordered list of the turning points. The turning points are
connected by their reachability. OPTICS tries to reduce the reachability of each turning point during
processing. Every unprocessed turning point is considered as a new cluster. The neighbors of a new
cluster are added to the queue sorted by smallest reachability if their reachability can be reduced.
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OPTICS does not create a cluster itself but produces an output list of the turning points with their
reachability. The output list of turning points is ordered by the processing queue. The first processed
turning point is the first at the output list. Respectively, the last processed turning point is the last
in the output list. The cluster is extracted from the output list by identifying valleys in the point
reachability. If ε is established, it is used to specify a cluster, otherwise, each separated network will
constitute a cluster.
In the first step, the historical marine traffic data are preprocessing by the OPTICS algorithm.
This aggregated marine traffic data was used in the DTs algorithm and One-Class classification. The
clustered dataset extracts the marine traffic information – the turning points on main routes. The
extracted and clustered turning points could be considered as contextual knowledge. The clustered
data provides insight into vessel maneuverings. These points will be used in further calculations. This
contextual knowledge contains the mariner’s experience and the generalization of routes.
Figure 3: The result of the OPTICS algorithm
As shown in Figure 3 the OPTICS clustering eliminates the mediate waypoints and analyzes the
turning points as a reference point for vessel moving behavior prediction. The proposed algorithm
does not require every turning point, but it processes the center points of the clusters. Thus, the
centers of the marked positions are the calculated geographical center of the clusters. This operation
makes it much simpler to process the whole marine traffic dataset. As mentioned before, the marine
navigation data accumulates large amounts of various navigational data. The historical marine traffic
dataset contains information about vessel position at a particular time and its speed and course.
The particular route from port A to B every time could be slightly different. It could depend
on maneuvering situations, hydrometeorology conditions, crew shift, etc. These reasons make the
navigational data complicated to extract from the data navigator’s experience and further research it.
Another significant issue is the required processor time on raw data. The OPTICS algorithm solved
these issues. The center points of clusters appear on route waypoints, and it could easily be identified
as tracks.
6 Prediction based on Decision Trees algorithm
The DT algorithm is a method for non-parametric supervised machine learning. This method
could be used for pattern recognition and classification problems [20], [21], [22]. The DT process the
data by looping partitions to achieve the uniform classification of the target value. At each split,
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the DT reduces the entropy of the target value. This is achieved by adjusting the optimal split of
independent variables. The DT has unique abilities to create a sequence of decisions. This sequence
makes very fast problem solvers. Moreover, the DT sequences are very easy to understand and
interpret. However, DT is hard to optimize. So, creating the DT is the process to find the structure
of knowledge.
In our case, DT is used to learn the routes by data aggregated using OPTICS. DT primary
purpose is to predict the future turn point (point C in Figure 4). The main problem is that DT
has a wide choice of possible turn points, but it should recommend the most probable one (C). The
data item for DT training consists of six features: (x1, x2) the current vessel position (Latitude &
Longitude) describing the point A, (x3, x4) the kinematic data (SOG – speed over ground, COG –
course over ground), (x5, x6) the next position (Latitude & Longitude) describing the point B, the
target data (Latitude & Longitude) describing the point C. See Figure 4 for an example of training
data.
Figure 4: Visual presentation of training data – an example
DT tries to learn the context of marine traffic. The trained model is devoted to a particular
geographical location because of the data used for learning.
The DT has a maxdepth parameter. The DT with a maxdepth size of 3 is shown in Figure 5.
However, is not enough often to train the model properly due to data complexity. Moreover, too small
maxdepth size may decrease the number of features used for decision. DT is realized in the integrated
tool scikit-learn [24]. The DT is learning by splitting nodes with samples. It starts from the Root
Node (with 393124 samples in our case). The mean squared error (mse) is used to split the node into
sub-nodes. DT calculates mse for each divided subset and chooses the result with the smallest mse
value. Each sub-node consists of a different number of samples.
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Figure 5: Example of the DT
7 Novelty detection based on SVM
There are developed several different methods that involve the navigation experience to predict
the next waypoint. These methods are based on historical marine traffic data. One of the problems is
to filter the anomalies, other unusual events, or dangerous situations. The simplest way to filter such
data is to search and analyze every accident or dangerous maneuvering. It is challenging for humans
because he must find or have prior knowledge about such cases or filter and extract the respective
data by hand.
Despite this, the Novelty detection principle was used to tackle this task. Novelty detection is
the ability of an intelligent organism to identify an utterly unknown pattern. The pattern should be
sufficiently salient or associated with high positive or negative usefulness. This principle came from
neurophysiology proposed by E. N. Sokolov [23] in the 1950s. This method is widely used to detect
anomalies or outliers. The principles of Novelty detection are given in [24] and [26].
The SVM One-Class algorithm may serve for Novelty detection, i.e. to filter the dangerous or
unusual maneuvering situations from navigation data. In general, SVM arranges the dataset on a
hyperplane or set of hyper-planes in a high or infinite-dimensional space. This space is used for
classification, regression, or other tasks. The best results could be achieved by the hyperplane, which
has the most considerable distance to any class’s nearest data points (operating margin). The SVM
One-Class algorithm learns to classify new data as similar or different from the training set. [26] has
suggested a method to solve the One-Class classification problem using SVM.
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Figure 6: The comparison of normal (a) and unusual (b) vessel track
The typical vessel path should be low-pitched with the lowest possible angles, as shown in Figure
6a. There are many practical reasons for it – fuel economy, big size of vessel, inertia &, etc. Notwith-
standing, there could be many reasons for an unusual path, as shown in Figure 6b. For example, it
could be the sailing vessel going by changing downwind, the fishing vessel with nets, law enforcement
vessel on duty &, etc.
As mentioned before, the DT is trained and prediction is based on the historical vessel routes.
The One-Class SVM algorithm was trained for a completely different task. SVM should evaluate the
DTs prediction, i.e. the future turning point C predicted by DT should be assessed by SVM.
The data item for SVM training consists of (1) the distance dist1 between points A and B, (2) the
distance dist2 between points B and C, (3) the angle 6 ABC. See Figure 7 for an example of training
data.
Figure 7: Example of One-Class SVM classification
One-Class SVM [26] is realized in the integrated tool scikit-learn [27].
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8 Training and results of the proposed approach
The proposed approach in Section 4 consists of the integral use of two different machine learning
methods. We need to train the corresponding classifiers. As it is shown in Figure 8, the first we need
is to get historical marine traffic data. The next is the aggregation of a dataset for better training
results. The historical marine data are aggregated by OPTICS and, as a result, a dataset of the
centers of clusters of turning points is generated. After this, the training process is divided into two
main parts:
1. DT is trained to predict the future next point.
2. One-Class SVM classifier is trained to detect unusual patterns. This step needs additional
clustered data processing:
(a) Calculate distances between pairs of turning points (A, B) and (B, C);
(b) Calculate the angle 6 ABC.
3. The trained models are saved for future usage.
Figure 8: The training process
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The main aim of training DT is to learn a particular traffic pattern in a particular geographical
area. It is quite a complex problem because the DT method should predict the future next turn point
(C) by the current position (A) of the vessel, its course, and speed. The experiments were carried
out to evaluate the impact of parameter maxdepth on the prediction accuracy. maxdepth values were
varied from 3 to 37. The results are given in Figure 9. The DT with a maxdepth equal to 26 reaches
more than 90% accuracy. The maximum accuracy is 94% as maxdepth equal to 37.
Figure 9: The precision of the DT model with different maxdepth.
An example of an anomaly detected by the One-Class SVM classifier is given in Figure 10. In
general, the One-Class SVM classifier assigned 5,86% of DT predictions as unusual – 27125 cases from
462499.
Figure 10: An example of an anomaly detected by One-Class SVM classifier.
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9 Discussion
In this paper, we presented a context-based threat assessment approach. It combines two differ-
ent machine learning methods. This approach predicts the possible further situation and makes its
threat assessment without any waiting for future actions. This threat assessment is crucial because
it could provide contextual reasoning in maneuvering before any threatening indicator occurs in any
particularly maneuvering situation. The approach performs combined contextual reasoning over a
holistic assessment of predicted possible future actions. It could be applied to any participants in the
marine traffic because it allows analyzing unusual or dangerous actions in a volatile context before
any indications of dangerous action occur.
Moreover, the proposed approach could be used by different actors in the same way for threat
assessment. It allows us to evaluate possible future actions from different points of view:
1. Own vessel;
2. Another vessel;
3. Outsider – authorities who are responsible for safe marine traffic.
Employment of such different points of view makes the proposed approach suitable for the imi-
tation of some basic cognition processes. The approach allows imitating such cognitive processes as
knowing, remembering, judging, and problem-solving. These cognitive processes ensure imagination,
perception, and action planning. The approach is an extremely universal model adjusted for marine
traffic. In our case, the prediction of a possible future turning point acts as an imagination. It is based
on contextual reasoning and provides guessing the possible action of another actor. As we know, per-
ception allows us to take information and utilize it for responding and interacting. Just like that,
the One-Class SVM classifier makes a threat assessment on the possible future activities. Thus, the
classifier acts as a perception. In the case of a dangerous or unusual situation, the proposed approach
could be applied to make a good strategy to avoid it. The strategy could be done by applying the
proposed model from other vessel position and make a threat assessment on our self-actions. However,
the approach is limited to marine traffic. The safe marine traffic could be achieved by applying the
proposed approach in a decision support system that does the threat assessment without any human
intervention in the permanent assessment process.
Context-based knowledge and reasoning are essential to make the right decision. Understanding
of context is crucial to ensure safe maneuvering and navigation in different and completely unknown
situations. This ability is very important for the future autonomous vessel. The unique feature of
the proposed approach is the ability to analyze information from different perspectives of actors and
it allows to evaluate our planned actions. The traditional machine learning methods do not ensure
a complete analysis of the picture in the maneuvering and environment. So, it is incredibly essential
to understand and analyze the context information as is. As it was demonstrated, the context-based
knowledge provides a full analysis of the particular situation for a better decision.
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